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The present technique performances have given the ability of achieving command
installations and operations with a high level of complexity and technicality for
conducting technological processes with the monitoring of all its states, movements,
position and the loading of all operation and execution elements. In the following
context it has attained the concept of a solution with general character for achieving
installations for complex automations. The solution proposed would contain a modular
structure that could be implemented in any process having a complex modular system
with programmable logic capable of running the process according to a mathematical
model and being able to monitor the process parameters, acquiring data from the
process and make real time mathematical calculations, protect the installation by
making quick decisions, integrate it in different communication systems, access it from
distance and have an administration and decision hierarchical structure implemented.

1. INTRODUCTION

The following paper presents a modern solution for new installations that are
to be created and even become a solution for the modernization of the existing
installations. The novelty degree consists in the introduction in the process of the
distributed and non centralized modular structures created with programmable
automatons, with all the facilities these offer and the creation of PC interactive
systems.
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For the technological flow creation in order to obtain combined forages
dedicated to farm animals, and equipment emplacement, the following have been
decided:
▪ technological flow creation;
▪ divide the technological flow into modules;
▪ the components within the modules present in the technological flow;
▪ locate the modules present in the technological flow;
▪ creating solutions regarding the connections that are to be created with the
mills flows.
In this context a modular solution has been created that will contain the
following technological modules (Fig. 1):
▪ alimentation module with corn flower;
▪ alimentation module with fineness flours;
▪ alimentation module with cereals;
▪ Micro components measuring module;
▪ unification, P.V.M stocking module;
▪ measuring bunker alimentation module;
▪ macro components alimentation module;
▪ grinding module;
▪ macro components unification module;
▪ granulating module;
▪ stocking and delivering module.
This installation is created with programmable automatons being in a non
centralized and distributed structure, ultimate generation programmable
automatons, that communicate with each other and with the computer as well using
communication protocols.
The communication protocols that are to be used in the installation will be
established in the design stage taking into account the imposed requirements.
The splitting of the equipment and the inputs/outputs was done based on the
component modules of the “Operation and command modular installation of
the line equipment” creating the following technological modules and a modular
configuration of the following systems of automation and acting has been done
(Fig. 2):
a. silos alimentation module storing raw material – Module 1;
b. grits and flour measuring, grinding and homogenizing module – Module 2;
c. measuring, homogenizing and medicine stocking module – Module 3;
d. liquid ingredients measuring module – Module 4;
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e. granulating module – Module 5;
f. delivering, stocking, sacking and bulk goods delivery module – Module 6;
g. bag measuring and auto weight module – Module 7.
Apart from the modules afferent to the technological flow two more modules
have been created:
a. Electrical distribution module – that assures the alimentation and
electrical protection of each and every automation and operating
module afferent to the technological modules;
b. PC communication and administration command module Fig. 2.
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Fig. 1 – Introduction line for combined forages in the technological flow.
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Fig. 2 – The command, operational and parameter monitoring modular schema in the technological process.
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2. TECHNICAL SOLUTION PRESENTATION

The projected and built system assures the automatic leading of the micro
and macro components measuring flow, connected to a PC, in full-duplex relation
with the measuring, delivering, stocking programmable automaton, assures engines
operation and execution elements with states and local alarms display on the
synoptic panel located on the PC. The system was conceived as being modular with
programmable automaton, from the AC500 family, in a non centralized structure
which admits its integration in a complex automation and operation installation for
delivery-stocking in the silos.
The electrical installation associated to this type of system has the
following two components:
•
Electrical distribution installation. It contains the distribution circuits,
with integrated protection, associated to the technological modules. The
installation is created with electrical distribution apparatus: non fixed
and fixed automatic switches, fusible port systems, electrical parameters
selection and visualization systems and so on.
• Automation and electrical operation installation for module
automation. It is created with programmable logic in a non centralized
and distributed structure with implementation in modular leading
mathematical models with technological flow real time coordination and
afferent interconnection. The modular character lies in the fact that the
force and automation installation were built from command and
operation modules having the same structure. Such a module is built of:
central unit, binary input modules, binary output modules or
configurable binary input/output modules, configurable analogical
input/output modules, RS232 communication module, Modbus,
Profibus, Ethernet, electrical operational interface, command interface.
The central units communicate with each other using Profibus or
Ethernet network, also they communicate with the networks Master unit
in order lead the technological process. The Master Unit communicates
with a PC to which it sends the equipments and alarms states and from
which it receives commands that are forwarded to the installation but
also information that is sent over the Internet using GPRS, in order to
observe from the distance the installation functionality, and coordinates
the functioning of the command and operation modules.
The distributed automation and operation system within technological
modules has in general the same structure for all electrical automation and
operation modules, having in its component a programmable automaton that will
assure the leading of the technological process that is evolved in the specified
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module in correlation with the other modules and will communicate with the
“Master” programmable automaton that leads the whole technological process and
with all the programmable automatons that lead processes in the other modules.
The transmission is done using CS31, Modbus, Profibus or Ethernet networks.
The central units communicate with each other using Profibus or Ethernet
network, also they communicate with the networks Master unit in order lead the
technological process. The Master Unit communicates with a PC to which it sends
the equipments and alarms states and from which it receives commands that are
forwarded to the installation but also information that is sent over the Internet using
GPRS, in order to observe from the distance the installation functionality, and
coordinates the functioning of the command and operation modules.
For creating a distributed automation and operation system within
technological modules the following have been done: equipment identification
within the technological flow, technological equipment operational systems
identification, transducers identification needed for the implementation on the
equipment, analogical and binary inputs and outputs identification for the
programmable automatons.
The module allocation of the binary and analogical inputs and outputs, and
the configuration of each module from the electrical device point of view that goes
into each modular system structure have been finished.
2.1. THE COMPONENTS IN THE AUTOMATION AND OPERATION SYSTEM
2.1.1. Automation and operation system “silos alimentation module storing raw material” –
module 1

It has in as components electrical automation and operation elements for
equipments that compose the module: grit and cereal receiving tank, elevator,
linear conveyer, emptying clack, entering bunker for storing raw materials,
extracting access stoking bunkers using helical conveyers and will assure the
Master transmission.
2.1.2. Automation and operation system “Flour measuring, grinding and homogenizing
module” – Module 2

It assures the monitoring and leading of the component equipments: scale
with force transducers for measuring, emptying clack, measuring bunkers,
measuring helical conveyers, evacuation elevator and transporters, homogenizer for
dozed batches, fat spreading installation, meteonina spreading installation, grits and
cereals grinding mill, throttle clack, evacuation clack, blocking clacks and
“Master” transmission (Figs. 3, 4).
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Fig. 3 – Associated 1E module – Silos alimentation and storing raw material module.

Fig. 4 – Associated 2E module – Flour and grits grinding and homogenizing module.
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2.1.3. Automation and operation system “Measuring, homogenizing, stocking premixes
and medicine module” – Module 3

It assures monitoring and leading of the component equipments: for the ones
having an automation system with a programmable automaton and electrical
operation associated to the equipments that make the module and which will assure
the “Master” transmission (Fig. 5). In the same time it monitors the leading of the
component equipments: scale with force transducers for measuring, emptying
clack, measuring bunkers for premixed substances, measuring bunker for medicine,
measuring helical conveyers, alimentation and evacuation transporters and
elevators.

Fig. 5 – Associated 3E module – Measuring, homogenizing,
stocking premixes and medicine module.
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2.1.4. Automation and operation system “Liquid ingredients measuring module” – Module 4

It assures monitoring and leading of the component equipments: fat transfer
pump (oil), evacuation pump, ultrasonic level transducer for fats (oil), electro
valves for the fat circuit (oil), meteonina transfer pump, evacuation pump,
ultrasonic level transducer for meteonina, electro valves for the meteonina circuit,
lizina transfer pump, ultrasonic level transducer for lizina, electro valves for the
lizina circuit (Figs. 6, 7).

Fig. 6 – Associated 4E module.

Fig. 7 – Liquid ingredients measuring module.
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2.1.5. Automation and operation system “Granulating module” – Module 5

It monitories and leads the component equipment: alimentary conveyer,
granulating machine, heating plant, cooler, crushing machine and will accomplish
the bidirectional transmission (Fig. 8).

Fig. 8 – Associated 5E module – Granulating module.

2.1.6. Automation and operation system “Delivering, stocking, sacking and bulk goods
delivery” – Module 6

It assures monitoring and leading of the component equipments: evacuation
conveyer, elevators, bunker alimentation conveyer, throttle helical conveyers,
stocking silos, helical extractors (Fig. 9).
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Fig. 9 – Associated 6E module – Delivering and stocking module.

2.1.7. Automation and operation system “Bag measuring and auto weight module” – Module 7

It assures monitoring and leading of the component equipments: scale
installation for bag measuring, auto scale installation (Fig. 10).
Automatic measuring systems structure:
1. programmable automaton ICS30MBF32;
2. charge cells with sensors of type tensometric mark SAX/I 2 tons;
3. charge cells with sensors of type tensometric mark SAX/I 1 tons;
4. junction box;
5. supply transforming automaton and measuring circuit.
From the analysis of the inputs and outputs of the entire system the result is
the electrical configuration for each module:
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a. Command automatic system:
– central unit
– binary inputs module
– binary outputs module
– configurable binary inputs/outputs module
– analogical inputs module
– analogical outputs module
– configurable analogical inputs/outputs module
– quick counting module
– communication module
– supply source and U.P.S.

Fig. 10 – Associated 7E module – Bag measuring and auto weight module.
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Fig. 11 – Output interface with n channels for operations.

a. Output interface with n channels for operations
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2.2. IT SYSTEM (INFORMATION & TECHNOLOGY)

Coordination administration of the technological flow with PC
observation and distance transmission over the Internet. It is located at a
certain distance having the capability of receiving the transmitted data using
Profibus and Ethernet communication networks from programmable automatons
within the process, data that can be: process or electrical parameters, equipments
state parameters, distance alarms and commands, measured and programmed
networks, being able to save, display and transmit when requested over the
Internet.
The system is conceived as being one of the authorized persons so that it can
observe the installation functioning, of the whole flow over the Internet though
without having the option of commanding the equipments in the flow. The synoptic
schema associated to the technological flow will create a display with big
resolution. The administration contains a server block that consists of the database
server, web server and the control and command block for saving and information
processing (Fig. 12).

Fig. 12 – PC communication and administration command module.
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In a distributed architecture the work is divided between multiple units: the
acquisition and local processing of the measured values, controlling some of the
local adjustment loops; only the monitoring part continues to be centralized.
A supervisory control for coordinating the technological flow with
monitoring on the PC is obtained using a graphical interface, which makes an
information system.
For creating the graphical interface on the PC, based on the graphical
drawings representing the technological flow containing all installations and the
data received from the master programmable automaton (the electrical or
process parameters, the equipments’ state parameters and the distance alarms), the
development of the application was done using C# language, on .Net Framework
platform, the development technique shortly presented in what follows.
Technical solution presentation
A. Reading data
The data retrieved from the process by the programmable automatons are sent
to the PC using a communication network and an associated communication
protocol the application storing it in a memory location after reading it from a
COMi port.
From the memory buffer the data will be processed and stored in the objects
corresponding to their associated modules from the modular, decentralized and
distributed structure.
The data from the process are provided by a programmable automation, the
communication being done using a direct connection on RS232 port.
The PLC provides simple data which is represented by an array of bites, a bit
being able to represent a state of one of the components from the system, and
2 bytes (1 byte = 8 bits) being able to represent a scalar value, being one of the
heights or the current intensity belonging to a component.
This data is used for updating the graphical interface according to the
equipments’ state.
For successfully reading the data, the PLC and the PC need to be
synchronized, this being done by a setting available when starting the application
(Fig. 13).
Handshaking. This setting offers the processor a mechanism for
coordinating the data transfer between the PC and PLC, because the PLC is capable
to send a number of hundred thousand bits, and PC might not be able to process
such a volume of data.
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Fig. 13 – Graphic interface application.

Once the settings are done and the application successfully connected to the
PLC, the values selected are saved, and the next time the application is started, the
values will already be selected on the start window (exception being the serial
port). After successfully started the application another window is visible for the
user, this one making available a number of buttons, each button representing a
module from the technological from for which the PLC provides data (Fig. 1).
For monitoring a module from the process, the user clicks the corresponding
button, the window having the technological flow being replaced with another
having the selected module, for example in Fig. 14. The module interface
(numerical data, the color of the boxes) changes depending on the data read from
the PLC.
B. Updating the data in the windows
The data updated in the windows represent:
1. parameters for electrical engines, bunker heights;
2. equipment state parameters;
3. distance alarms.
Application architecture. Because of the functionalities made available, the
application is based on a 3-layers architecture. The advantage of implementing
such architecture is:
• Offers modularity to the application, in this way being easier to modify
a layer without affecting the existing ones;
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Offers a bigger scalability for a bigger number of users;
Separating the applications business functionality and data acquisition
offers a balance between the two, and in this way the application is
able to function in real time.

Fig. 14 – Tehnological flow with the selected modules.

The application is responsible for data acquisition from the PLC, in this way
having a client role. The class handling the data acquisition and notification to the
user interface or GUI about the new data acquired is SerialPortCommuniction.
The PLC sends 174 bytes, each of which represents a scalar value for the
heights or the current, alarms or equipment state. For alarms and the equipment
state the processing is done at bit level.
The rendered data are stored in their objects, each object having members
representing heights, currents, alarms or states. In Fig. 15, the Synoptic Panel on
the PC is presented together with the values of the monitored parameters.

Fig. 15 – Synoptic panel on PC with the values of the monitored parameters.
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3. CONCLUSIONS

In order to create such installations the current authors have created the
following objectives that are in compliance with the objectives of the National
Program – INOVATION:
• The determination of a technical solution based on a thorough research
against creating a complex modular command installations with programmable
automaton PLC and PC interface for obtaining higher performance at a smaller
price.
• Creating an automation system having programmable automatons in a
decentralized structure and positioning modules, posting modules and frequency
convertors managed by the programmable automaton for the actions imposed by
the system connected to a computer.
• Choosing a modern technical solution for reengineering the existing
installations belonging to a company but also creating the production installations
for the new combined forage
• Introduction of top technology as a solution for increasing reliability and
safety in operations.
• Automation of the production process that should reduce the human effort.
• Thorough studies on controlling, commanding and manage the execution
elements and also on creating distance administration systems.
• Creating and applying products and technologies by the contractor in
collaboration with the research units by applying the top technologies according to
the international standards.
• Modernization of the existing products and technologies done by the
contractor in collaboration with the research units.
• Increasing the quality and technical level of the created products, the
reliability, durability, accuracy, precision and safety degree in the functionality and
creating ecological products on its entire lifetime cycle.
• Increasing the performances of the used technologies by optimizing the
energetic and raw material consumption, applying quality and environmental
standards.
• Reducing technology loss caused by the optimization of the production
process by using top techniques and PC supervising.
• Production process quality increase for obtaining the final product.
Received on 29 May 2008
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